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Abstract—Since the emergence of the Silk Road market in
the early 2010s, dark web ‘cryptomarkets’ have proliferated and
offered people an online platform to buy and sell illicit drugs,
relying on cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin for anonymous trans-
actions. However, recent studies have highlighted the potential for
de-anonymization of bitcoin transactions, bringing into question
the level of anonymity afforded by cryptomarkets. We examine a
set of over 100,000 product reviews from several cryptomarkets
collected in 2018 and 2019 and conduct a comprehensive analysis
of the markets, including an examination of the distribution
of drug sales and revenue among vendors, and a comparison
of incidences of opioid sales to overdose deaths in a US city.
We explore the potential for de-anonymization of vendors by
implementing a Naïve-Bayes classifier to predict the vendor from
a given product review, and attempt to link vendors’ sales to
specific Bitcoin transactions. On the buyer side, we evaluate
the efficacy of hierarchical agglomerative clustering for grouping
together transactions corresponding to the same buyer. We find
that the high degree of specialization among the small subset
of high-revenue vendors may render these vendors susceptible to
de-anonymization. Further research is necessary to confirm these
findings, which are restricted by the scarcity of ground-truth data
for validation.

Index Terms—Dark Web, Cryptomarket, Illicit Drug, Opioid

I. INTRODUCTION

Cryptomarkets are internet-based markets where consumers

can purchase a variety of goods and services similar to the pop-

ular e-commerce marketplace, Ebay. However, unlike Ebay,

cryptomarkets exist on the dark web, where websites cannot

be accessed with traditional browsers. Users instead access

the dark web using special software such as Tor Browser,

which conceals the location and identity of a user browsing

the internet [1]. The anonymity afforded by these dark web

markets makes them hotspots for the exchange of illegal,

stolen, or counterfeit goods, and for other illegal activities such

as terrorism [2].

The first largely successful dark web marketplace, Silk

Road, came into existence in 2011 [3]. When it was shut

down by law enforcement in 2013, more marketplaces rose

to take its place [4]. The proliferation of cryptomarkets was

a call-to-action for world leaders and prompted "Operation

Onymous" in 2014, a worldwide action taken by law enforce-

ment and judicial agencies aimed to put a kibosh on these

illicit behaviors [5]. Law enforcement interventions such as

Onymous, along with exit scams and hacks, have successfully

shut down numerous cryptomarkets, including AlphaBay, Silk

Road, Dream, and more recently, Wall Street [6]. Despite these

interruptions, new markets have continued to proliferate. The

authors of [7] note that there appears to be a consistent daily

demand of about $500,000 for illicit products on the dark web,

and that the termination of individual markets has little long-

term effect on this demand, as vendors and buyers are simply

displaced to a different marketplace. A recent analysis found

that the bitcoin equivalent of 700 million USD was sent to

darknet markets in 2017 [8].

Past cryptomarket research has been largely limited to

descriptive analyses, as opposed to predictive modeling, due

to the challenge of validating results obtained using an

anonymized dataset. In this work, we go beyond descriptive

analysis by exploring predictive modeling and methods of de-

anonymizing vendors and buyers. In light of the opioid crisis,

we also compare the frequency of opioid-specific transactions

on several cryptomarkets to the frequency of opioid-related

deaths in a US city.

Our contributions are as follows: Our team scraped the data

from seven cryptomarkets and performed a comprehensive

analysis of the data, including an analysis of revenue and

vendor behavior. Additionally, we implement a probabilistic

model to predict the vendor, study drug co-occurrence, cluster

transactions by buyer, and discuss the potential for vendor de-

anonymization.

II. RELATED WORK

Soska and Christin conducted a comprehensive analysis of

several dark web marketplaces from July 2013 to July 2015

[7], which followed Christin’s original analysis of the Silk

Road marketplace [9]. The authors of [7] found that a small

set of vendors generated a disproportionate amount of revenue,

and that there was a consistent daily demand for drugs; that

is, market disruptions such as exit scams and law enforcement

interventions only temporarily reduce sales on the dark web.978-1-7281-0858-2/19/$31.00 ©2019 IEEE
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Other academic researchers, governments, and private com-

panies have conducted similar studies, conducting exploratory

analyses on various illicit marketplaces [8], [10], [11]. Past

research has explored how cryptomarkets differ from tradi-

tional illicit markets [12]–[14]. Several authors have explored

the importance of trust and vendor ratings, and how these

factors can lead to a market network that is divided into many

sub-networks [15]–[17]. Others have attempted to determine

whether most sales represent wholesale or retail purchases

[18], analyzed the effect of law enforcement interventions on

vendor activity [19], and sought to find a correlation between

availability of opioids on the dark web with overdose deaths

in Ohio [20].

Several researchers, most notably [21], have observed that

a large proportion of crimes are often committed by a small

proportion of the population. Related to this, the law of

crime concentration was proposed in 2014 to describe the

occurrences of physical crimes in a geographic context [22],

[23]. Notably, these studies do not include cryptomarkets in

their analysis.

In the cryptocurrency sphere, several researchers have stud-

ied de-anonymization of bitcoin transactions [24]–[26].

Our work contributes to the still-developing literature on

dark web marketplaces by characterizing the structure of a

thriving dark web marketplace over the course of 10 months

in 2018 and 2019, and making connections to the law of crime

concentration [22]. In addition to descriptive analyses, we

implement a probabilistic model to predict the vendor involved

in a given transaction, analyze the value of marijuana over

time, compare co-purchase of drugs on the Dream Market

to opioid overdose deaths in Indianapolis, explore clustering

techniques to group together transactions by the same buyer,

and discuss the potential for vendor de-anonymization.

III. DREAM MARKET OVERVIEW

The majority of our data (about 75%) originates from the

Dream market, a dark web market predominantly focused

on the sale of drugs. The market formed in late 2013 and

continued operating until its shutdown on April 30th, 2019. It

became one of the most popular markets with over 100,000

product listings available [27]. While the Dream market fo-

cused on the sale of drugs, it also offered digital goods such

as e-books, credit cards, bank accounts, hacked accounts,

software, and entertainment accounts.

A. Privacy and Security

The Dream market, similar to other other dark web markets,

shielded users’ identities through use of the Tor Browser and

Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) keys. Dream also sought to protect

its users from hackers and scams by implementing two-factor

authentication, withdrawal pin codes, escrow service, and a

rating system [27].

1) Privacy: Dark web markets can only be accessed using

anonymous browsers such as Tor or the Invisible Internet

Project (I2P). Tor uses onion routing to encrypt transmitted

information and globally reroute the IP address of the com-

puter accessing the deep web [14]. In the case of peer-to-peer

messaging, PGP encrypts messages and creates a pair of files

called keys to access and decrypt those messages. One key is

intended to be public and the other to be private. The owner

of the keys shares public key in a public place, and anyone

that wants to message the owner will use this public key to

encrypt their message. The owner will receive the encrypted

file and use their private key to decrypt and read the message.

2) Security: The Dream market implemented two-factor

authentication using the standard password and PGP private

keys. An encrypted text is presented which must be decrypted

with the user’s private key before access to the account is

granted. All accounts have the option to set-up a withdrawal

PIN. For accounts with such a PIN, funds can’t be withdrawn

by password alone, providing more security from theft. Escrow

is a payment method in which a vendor does not receive the

buyer’s money for a product until the buyer confirms its arrival.

The Dream market allows the option of escrow to prevent

buyers from getting scammed, as can happen when finalizing

early. Finalizing early means the vendor receives the buyer’s

payment before the product has arrived. This method allows

for easy scamming. Many members advise not to finalize early

unless the vendor is well trusted. To know if a vendor is

reliable, the Dream market has a rating and feedback system.

Buyers can give a vendor a star rating from one to five

and leave a comment. This system separates the top-quality

vendors from the ones of poor quality.

B. Shutdown

On April 30th, 2019, the Dream market announced it was

shutting down and moving to a new onion address. Some

speculate law enforcement have taken over the site. According

to an article on ZDNet, a moderator posted on a dark web

social network site that the market is moving due to many

recent DDoS attacks and a $400,000 ransom request [28].

DDoS, or distributed denial-of-service, floods a network or

service with traffic causing an overflow and preventing access

to regular traffic. The moderator asks readers to be patient for

the next market that will open soon after Dream’s closure.

IV. DATA

Our team developed unique scrapers in Python for 7 cryp-

tomarkets shown in Table I. After scraping, the data is stored in

a MySQL database [29]. The scraper primarily targets publicly

accessible web pages, such as product rating pages. These

pages provide a short description of the product along with

ratings and comments from buyers. The information is stored

in the database as a product rating table. The table contains

several features, such as transaction ID, vendor ID, vendor

name, product description, bitcoin or US dollar amount, feed-

back, product rating, and date. The data was collected from

the 7 marketplaces over the course of 10 months, from April

2018 to January 2019. This study mainly focuses on the 92,388

product reviews from the Dream market, which account for

77% of our total data. However, data from the other markets



TABLE I
SEVEN CRYPTOMARKETS

Cryptomarkets #Listings Percentage
Dream 92,388 77.03%

Wall Street 8,902 7.42%
Empire 9,947 8.29%

Silk Road 3.1 718 0.60%
Berlusconi 6,007 5.01%

TochkaPoint 1,442 1.20%
Valhalla 530 0.44%

is used to analyze buyer behavior (e.g. buyer clustering and

co-purchase of drugs), because buyer names are fully obscured

in the Dream market.

V. METHODOLOGY

A. Product Categorization

In order to analyze the type of products sold on the market,

we first categorize the reviews by the type of drug. We utilize

sklearn’s tokenizer function to split the product title for each

review into tokens. We then compare these tokens with words

and phrases in a custom ‘dictionary’ which contains a set of

synonyms, slang words, and associated phrases for each drug

type. For example, the category ‘marijuana’ includes the word

“weed” but also many specific strains of marijuana such as

“Girl Scout Cookies.” The benzodiazepine category contains

many specific prescription pills such as Valium and Xanax.

Some drugs that would not make up a large percentage by

themselves are grouped in a broader category. This is the

case with codeine, morphine, and hydrocodone, which are

all classified as “opioid”. However, oxycodone and heroin

are placed in their own categories because each constitutes

a relatively large number of listings. We also created a new

category, ‘not drugs’, to represent products not related to

drugs.

Several of the product titles were ambiguous, or proffered

a second drug as a ‘bonus.’ For ambiguous product titles,

we remove the corresponding reviews from the data set; and

for product titles offering a ‘bonus’ or ‘sample’ of a second

drug type, we label the review using the primary drug type.

The remaining uncategorized listings (<1% of all listings) are

removed from the data set.

B. Purity/Quantity

Using the tokenized titles, we also extract the purity and

quantity of drug for each listing. Our motivation is to better

understand drug rates and vendor behavior. We use the quantity

and purity information to study the change in price of mar-

ijuana over time (described below). Notably, many product

titles do not report quantity, and many more do not report

purity (purity is most relevant for specific drug types, such as

cocaine); therefore, the data on quantity and purity of drugs

sold is relatively sparse.

C. Filtering

Next, we filter out several outlier listings. First, we remove

listings with timestamps from 1969-1970 (2,402 listings), 2017

(25 listings), and January 2018 – March 2018 (62 listings).

Thus, the interval of time for our filtered data set is April

2018 – January 2019 (89,842 listings).

VI. ANALYSIS

Dark web markets do not publicly post records of trans-

actions, complicating analysis of vendor and buyer activity.

However, many of the markets strongly encourage consumers

to post product reviews in order to build trust between buyers

and reputable vendors. Therefore, we use product reviews as

proxies for transactions (i.e. each product review is counted

as one transaction), similar to previous analyses of dark web

markets [9]. However, while reviews are encouraged on the

Dream market, they are not mandatory, and there is risk of

under-counting the number of transactions.

Temporal analysis of sales on the markets is further com-

plicated because of the uncertainty associated with scraping

on the dark web. Even if reviews are a perfect proxy for

transactions, observing and assigning a timestamp to reviews

is often challenging. The number of reviews in the dataset

obtained by scraping increases exponentially toward the end of

2018, which likely does not reflect the actual market activity

in the time period: the Dream market was founded in late

2013, and there is no indication outside of the scraped dataset

that activity furiously increased in late 2018. To mitigate the

effect of potential temporal biases in the data, we focus on the

proportion of transactions (between vendors, or drugs, for ex-

ample) rather than the absolute quantity. However, we do offer

estimates for absolute revenue and number of transactions to

illustrate the scale of the markets; these estimates should be

viewed as a lower bound on the actual figures for the reasons

stated above.

A. Goods and Services

In our analyses of the goods being sold in the Dream market,

we explore what drugs are available in the market as well

as the proportions of each drug sold over time. Based on

transaction volume, the most popular drugs on the Dream

market are marijuana, cocaine, and benzodiazepines. These

three categories account for slightly less than half of all

transactions (Figure 1). There are a wide variety of drugs,

including methamphetamine, heroin, performance-enhancers,

and prescription drugs. Notably, the proportion of transactions

involving opioids (e.g. opioid, oxycodone, and fentanyl cate-

gories) is relatively small.

Figure 2 illustrates the proportion of drug sales over time.

The proportion of sales is relatively constant over time (unlike

the absolute sales numbers), providing evidence that our data

accurately reflects the proportion of drugs for actual transac-

tions.

We also examine the quantities at which these drugs are

sold to determine if purchases are primarily wholesale or

retail. Researchers have speculated that certain drugs may be

more often purchased in larger quantities [18], so we create

boxplots showing the mass of purchase for different drug types

(Figure 3). There are several drugs, such as benzodiazepines













TABLE V
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT CLUSTERING METHODS.

Metric
Clustering method

A B C D E
Purity .833 .898 .981 .974 .961
AMI .391 .857 .858 .883 .891

Rand .317 .840 .860 .869 .885

Clusters 420 335 420 404 389

B Group by first/last letter of buyer name

C Group by first/last letter, then cluster using method A

D Apply method C with weights of 1/fn for agglomerative

clustering, where fn is frequency of given first/last letter

pair

E Apply method C with weights of 1− fn
fmax

for agglomer-

ative clustering, where fn is frequency of given first/last

letter pair, and fmax is maximum frequency of first/last

letter pair in username database

As shown in Table V, Methods C, D, and E all outperform

Method B. Method C, which takes into account the first

and last letter as well as three features (drug, vendor, and

date) achieves the highest purity, while Methods D and E,

which take into account username frequency, achieve purities

comparable to C as well as higher AMI/Rand scores.

A high purity indicates that within each identified cluster,

there is little variation among the actual buyer name (in the

trivial case, assigning each sample to a singleton cluster yields

a purity of 1). The high purity can be thought of as analogous

to high precision: for each cluster identified, we can be fairly

confident that most of the reviews are from the same buyer.

The high purity may be desirable for analyses of drug co-

purchasing among buyers; in other words, knowing that each

cluster is likely to contain reviews from a single buyer allows

us to more confidently identify which drugs are commonly

purchased together.

Notably, the performance characteristics of our clustering

method would likely change when if it were applied to a

larger data set, due to the increased probability for multiple

buyers for each first/last character combination. If there are 76

possible characters, there are 5,776 different possible first/last

character combinations [17]. In the labeled data set selected for

evaluating the clustering method, there were 400 buyers and

335 first/last letter combinations. As shown in Table IV, 84%

of first/last letter groupings represented a single buyer. This

percentage should decrease in data sets with a larger number of

buyers, as increasing numbers of buyer names are binned into

into one of the 5,776 possible first/last character combinations.

E. De-anonymization

The pseudo-anonymous characteristics of bitcoin have

been explored by various researchers [24]–[26]. Bitcoin de-

anonymization research efforts have focused on clustering

addresses of major exchanges and entities, and have resulted

in sites such as WalletExplorer and the company Chainalysis.

However, less work exists on the de-anonymization of indi-

vidual dark web users.

As part of an exploratory analysis, we gathered Bitcoin

blockchain data from January 1, 2019 to January 7, 2019.

Using the product cost (in BTC) listed in the product reviews

in our Dream Market data, we searched for the amount in

the blockchain. Specifically we identified 17 product reviews

for the vendor ‘DDUK-NDD’ in the first week of January,

each of which had the same product and price, 0.01265 BTC.

Searching for this amount as an output in the blockchain, we

identified 31 matching transactions. While this may at first

appear promising, this amount may not be the amount that

the market or vendor actually receives (because of market

commission, blockchain fees, or mixing fees). Therefore,

we conducted another search for transactions with outputs

in the interval [0.01264, 0.01266]; this search yielded 1, 215
matching transactions.

This simple attempt at de-anonymization is complicated in

several other ways. As explained previously, the granularity

of the timestamps in our data are variable. However, because

we used reviews from the most recent month collected, the

reviews have a granularity of at least a day. While the product

reviews’ dates are likely accurate to within a day, each of the

17 product reviews may have occurred several days after the

corresponding transaction.

Furthermore, the purchase of a product on the Dream market

is more complicated than a buyer sending bitcoin to a vendor.

Buyers deposit money into a bitcoin wallet on the Dream

market. Upon making a purchase, money is moved into escrow

which is released to the vendor upon confirmation of the buyer

that she has satisfactorily received the product she ordered. It is

likely that at some point in the process of traveling from buyer

to seller, the payment also travels through a bitcoin mixer.

Despite these challenges, de-anonymization attempts could

be improved by taking into account transaction patterns. As

discussed earlier, sales on the Dream market were not evenly

distributed among vendors; instead, a few vendors dominated

each drug category, earning orders of magnitude more in

revenue than most others. Because these vendors have a high

volume of sales, there is potentially an increased possibility of

identifying patterns in the public blockchain ledger. For exam-

ple, a given vendor may have a routine of transferring bitcoins

through a mixer and to a currency exchange. Searching for a

rough price match narrows the search space, and makes the

challenge of identifying patterns less daunting.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we conducted a comprehensive analysis of

the dark web Dream marketplace from April 2018 to January

2019. Our research builds on existing work studying dark web

markets by investigating the unit price of drugs over time,

comparing opioid overdose deaths in an American city to

corresponding sales on the dark web, and by exploring new

methods of clustering anonymous transactions.

The Dream market was dominated by a small subset of

vendors who generally specialized in one type of drug. Despite

a high turnover rate for vendors overall, the cohort of high-

volume vendors stabilized the market, which was shown to



have a consistent distribution of drug sales over time. This

finding supports [7], in which the authors found a small group

of vendors accounting for a large proportion of sales.
Our analysis of the unit price of marijuana reveals a decrease

over time in the price of products sold by high-volume

vendors and could possibly reflect the increasing availability

of marijuana due to relaxation of state laws.
Surprisingly, the Dream market dataset we analyzed con-

tained relatively few opioid transactions. While opioids were

still available for purchase on the Dream market, the highest

grossing opiates, heroin and oxycodone, ranked 7th and 8th

respectively in overall revenue among all drugs. Among co-

purchases (i.e. the same buyer purchasing two different drugs),

relatively few appeared to match the fatal combinations cata-

logued in a data set of overdose deaths in Indianapolis. This

discrepancy might be partially explained by the banning of

fentanyl sales on the Dream market.
Our work explores the potential to identify multiple pur-

chases by the same buyer by clustering partially and fully

anonymous transactions, and suggests a new method to use

username frequency to improve clustering performance.
While our study provides a thorough characterization of

several dark web markets, we do not quantify the privacy

risk for vendors (e.g. of having their identities revealed).

Future work could attempt to link dark web transactions to

transaction flows in the Bitcoin blockchain, as discussed in

the De-anonymization section.
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